MANAGED CARE—WORK IN PROGRESS
OR STALLED EXPERIMENT?

Clark C. Havighurst

The core of this Symposium on managed care is a pair of articles that consider the manageability of health care in two of the most difficult contexts that health plans can expect to encounter: the treatment of mental illness\(^1\) and decisionmaking with respect to terminally ill patients.\(^2\) These two areas highlight, perhaps more dramatically than any other areas of medical care, not only how difficult it is, but also how painful it can be, to allocate resources rationally to health care uses.\(^3\) Although both articles demonstrate the immense challenge facing managed care organizations ("MCOs") and the attendant opportunities for error or abuse, neither of them finds clear evidence of serious, systematic failings by the managed care industry—even in the difficult areas they canvass. At the same time, however, in neither area—nor anywhere else in managed care, for that matter—can it be concluded that all is well.  
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Instead, it appears in all four articles in the Symposium, and also in other recent work,⁴ that MCOs have not yet completed the task of discovering and implementing effective, sensitive techniques for putting resources to their best uses in addressing personal health needs. Even to optimists, managed health care is still only a work in progress.⁵

But is managed care really making progress toward the goal of efficiently allocating resources to health care uses? Unfortunately, as this Symposium is being published, most health plans seem to have suspended active searches for new solutions to the difficult organizational, incentive, and information problems that bedevil health care decisionmaking. Certainly, managed care has improved the quality of care in important respects, has substantially reduced the cost of care, and has generally given consumers better value for the money they spend on health services. But the overall performance of the managed care industry has largely disappointed those observers who expected competing health plans aggressively to organize providers in ambitious collaborative efforts to improve quality and achieve real efficiency in health care spending.⁶

Among the many factors that have sapped or frustrated the industry’s innovative energies and impulses are: the sheer difficulty of managing physicians and changing their behavior; employers’ desire to offer their workers only a few, mainstream options for health coverage; consumers’ inability to see the cost savings from managed care and their limited opportunities to compare benefits and costs in purchasing a health plan; excessive prescription of health plans’ methods and obligations by government and by the courts; and health plans’ fear of triggering even more draconian laws enacted by legislators populistically feeding off of public fears about managed care. But whatever the precise reasons for the industry’s loss of reformist
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zeal, innovation in managed care today seems largely confined to
the formation of so-called provider-sponsored organizations
("PSOs"). To the extent that this movement is merely a response
to the invitation to form PSOs that the federal government
issued in the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, it confirms the
observation that today's health plans have little taste or capacity
for spontaneous, independent action. It remains to be seen
whether, despite all the obstacles to real innovation, PSOs will
eventually put managed care back on a progressive path.

In addition to falling short in closely integrating providers to
deliver coordinated, higher-quality care at lower cost, managed
care plans have also generally failed to offer consumers a
meaningful range of choices with respect to the nature, cost, and
quality of the protection they can purchase. Indeed, managed
care plans have never accepted the idea that they should offer an
array of explicitly differentiated products reflecting different
trade-offs between quality and cost. Despite early hopes that
managed care would convert health care into a true consumer
good that consumers could purchase in competitive markets in
accordance with their ability or willingness to pay, health plans
have made virtually no effort to manage care pursuant to
contractual commitments reflecting the differing preferences of
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consumers as revealed by their purchasing decisions.\(^{12}\) Instead, virtually all care is still governed by professional standards that have never had their implicit cost/benefit ratios validated, either as a matter of public policy or in the marketplace.\(^{13}\) In this fundamental respect, managed health care may be viewed as a major public-policy disappointment. Indeed, if managed care does not ensure consumers real choices with respect to how and how much to spend on health care, one of the main justifications for preserving private financing of health care disappears, possibly inviting reconsideration of the desirability of public financing with its generally lower administrative costs.\(^{14}\)

Rather than offering consumers real corporate health care in significantly differentiated packages, today's health plans have taken a more conventional path. Most plans have reverted to serving, essentially, as third-party payers merely financing care decided upon, for the most part, by physicians under professional standards.\(^{15}\) Few plans actively organize the delivery of services or accept responsibility for the quality of care.\(^{16}\) Indeed, managed care today usually means little more than selective contracting and capitation. By selective contracting, health plans can exercise purchasing power that insurers lacked in the fee-for-service era, squeezing providers' incomes by threatening exclusion from contracting networks. They can also impose compensation arrangements that transfer financial risks to providers, effectively delegating to them responsibility for rationalizing spending and controlling costs.

Thus, most health care is now being actively managed, if at all, not by health plans or professional agents they engage to assist them, but by independent providers, provider groups, and
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PSOs under various risk-bearing arrangements. By entrusting the performance of their general contracts with subscribers to independent subcontractors, health plans surrender most of their ability to control the nature and content of the care that subscribers receive. Thus, health plans, as general contractors, are in a poor position to ensure performance of their contracts and cannot easily be held accountable when patients fail to get the services for which they paid. Perhaps the most hopeful prospect for renewed progress in managed care today is the possibility that PSOs, instead of serving only as subcontractors, will enter into direct contracts with employers and consumers, undertaking at least some obligations that are determined by contract rather than by vague and variable professional standards.

The managed care industry currently appears to be innovating only collectively in an effort to shore up its collapsing public image, not competitively to improve services to consumers. Individual health plans, for their part, are mostly waiting to see what government will do to channel the industry's further development. Indeed, for some time, the main mission of most health plans has been compliance with proliferating government regulations (a daunting task in itself), not pursuit of new and better ways to give consumers appropriate value for the money they choose to spend on health services. Already encrusted with regulatory burdens at every level, the industry appears ready to accept still another set of public prescriptions in the hope that new government action will give it some relief from the storm of criticism it has endured. In the political struggle
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over the so-called "Patient's Bill of Rights," the industry strongly opposes only those proposals that would make its members legally liable for personal injuries whenever their utilization management systems or their physicians slip up. Another layer of regulation promises only to freeze the industry more securely in its present form, with much of its promise still unfulfilled.

Because health plans have largely halted work on the unfinished project of aggressively reorganizing and actively managing the delivery of care in the interest of consumers, managed care should probably be viewed today as a stalled experiment rather than as a hope-inspiring work in progress. The managed care revolution, which once promised to empower consumers in a dynamic health care marketplace, is therefore, at best, still only a half-baked affair to which new heat must somehow be applied if its products are finally to be palatable. How to apply that heat, whether through new regulatory prescriptions, through market-strengthening disclosure requirements, or through new accountability in the courts, is the crucial question in American health policy in the late 1990s.
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Given the managed care industry's current disinterest in creative innovation, it would probably have been fruitless for the contributors to this Symposium to concentrate on advising health plans constructively on how to improve their ability to manage care in the interest of consumers. In any event, the authors have mostly focused on identifying problems that have surfaced under the various management strategies that MCOs have tried to date and on shaping a legal environment to discipline the system as it stands today and is likely to operate for the indefinite future. For the most part, the authors accept the conventional view of health plans as adversaries of patients in need of care and focus their analysis on the role of physicians caught in the middle of this conflict. A dominant theme in this Symposium is the tension between the professionalism of physicians and the financial incentives that managed care plans employ to influence physician decisions. Within this largely conventional economic marketplace. Although quality-related information can be expected to induce health plans to strive to score well on whatever criteria are implicit in the rating system, it is not necessarily an adequate substitute either for contracts that specify with more particularity what consumers can expect to receive or for expanded legal accountability of health plans when poor outcomes are achieved.
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framework, the authors provide many valuable insights. Such insights are essential if MCOs are ever to complete their work in progress.

But there is also room, it seems, for more radical thinking and for more radical measures that will finally legitimize managed care in the eyes of the consuming and voting public. To this observer, such legitimacy will come only when health plans are legally accountable not only for the cost of care but also for its quality. Making health plans vicariously liable for the negligence and other professional failings of physicians (e.g., failures to inform a patient about treatment or diagnostic options or to bring essential facts about the patient to the attention of utilization managers) would go far toward finally aligning the interests and obligations of health plans and physicians. 27 Although the tort system is admittedly not very good at bringing bad medical practice and system failures to light, 28 adoption of automatic vicarious liability would push health plans to stand behind their work and give them a needed new incentive to complete the managed care revolution. 29 Today’s health plans richly deserve the skepticism they have generated. Only when they assume both operational and legal responsibility for the quality of care will they finally deserve the public’s trust.
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